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Abstract 
This article uses the agent association rules to complete the search task, by group and level of pressure to reduce the 
load, making a large amount of data processing is possible. 
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1   Introduction 
In recent years, Internet has developed rapidly, which brings together a wealth of information. 
However, because Web is unstructured and dynamic, its organization is complex. It is difficult for the 
user to search data. Information retrieval is a basic method to solve the network information disorder and 
chaos, but also makes the Internet search becomes crucial. The current on-line retrieval major search 
engines and browsers to take a combination of these two information retrieval mechanisms are unable to 
meet the user to retrieve information for relevance and accuracy requirements. If a query expression for 
the search engine will produce hundreds of thousands or more search results, but too much useless 
information will return, it had huge results in the continued "gold." Order from a large number of 
semi-structured data found in the available models, Web data mining came into being. 
This paper uses a method of association rules mining to extract association patterns in the information 
retrieval process, relying on sub-rule extraction method to decompose the task. Thus it increases 
extraction efficiency, and through the associated edges in the weighted threshold parameters to ensure 
Extraction of quality, the ultimate goal of this algorithm can extract huge amounts of data to solve the 
problems associated with model. 
2   Related Work  
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Association r ule is an important research topic in KDD research. The main research object of 
association rules is transactional database. It aims to discover the trading transactions in the database 
whether there is some correlation between the relations [1]. At home and abroad through the discovery of 
association rules, positive methods of depth studies have proposed many algorithms. 
One of the most influential algorithms is the R. Agrawal’s Apriori algorithm [2]. This algorithm is an 
iterative layer by layer searching method, through k item set to search k +1 item set, algorithm 
implementation need more time to scan the database, multiple connections and pruning to complete. Most 
of the other algorithm is based on Apriori as the core, or its variants, or their expansion, such as the 
incremental update algorithm, the weighted algorithm, parallel algorithm and dynamic (time series) 
algorithm. 
Now widely used in frequent pattern growth (FP-growth) is algorithm and improved algorithm [3], 
using frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) data structure, not generate candidates and avoid a number of 
scanning database. Currently mining association rules have been some new content and methods, such as: 
Data Stream (DS) frequent pattern mining [4,5], reflecting the data in a mutually exclusive relationship 
between the negative association rules (Negative AR) [6],[7], using evolutionary computing genetic 
algorithms (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [8], using biotechnology Artificial Immune 
algorithm for mining [9],etc. 
Based on the existing association rule mining for information retrieval [10],[11],[12],[13] studies, most 
of them are from the perspective of global analysis, but also some perspective from the local analysis. 
However, based on global approach to the practical application in the current technical level environment 
is very difficult, because the global analysis makes the data set is too huge. As the number of frequent sets, 
with the number of data items in the database increases exponentially, and in the global analysis of data in 
the database under the item of text, thousands of ordinary, or even tens of thousands. Therefore, even if 
taken various pruning strategies to deal with the candidate set, the number of frequent sets or very large, 
resulting in mining association rules between terms of efficiency and time could not allow users to accept, 
and user queries are seeking fast information, information All the standards, then the use of Agent 
team-group of association rules retrieval method to quickly resolve these issues will be more meaningful. 
3   Information retrieval process 
Web information retrieval is a good example to illustrate this algorithm. First, by using the existing 
search engines, such as based on HITS for Google, Alta Vista index-based part of speech as well as 
ontology-based Yahoo! Generated based on the result of the initial collection, and select the sample in 
this collection. The samples were washed wrangle data that meet the criteria, then under the feature mode 
library converted to the image database,  Finally, though a fast algorithm to extract association patterns, 
search initial set, return to the user (see Fig. 1). 
Fig.1. Information retrieval process 
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Advantage of this method is that it does not require the same algorithm as the previous simulation Web 
site topology, using clustering, computing Web page level and the correlation between Web pages, it just 
uses a number of statistical, performance improved; and this algorithm to retrieve information associated 
with the user, with better targeted and personalized. Drawback is that results directly affected the quality 
of the sample collection effects, and associated model extraction process and some parameters of the 
threshold can not be automatically generated, need to specify. 
4   Agent team-group concept 
Definition 1 (Agent)   a structure, from a six-group A description of: 
A  =  <AIDˈASˈAFSˈACˈCSˈDescription > 
Which, AID, said Agent code, according to the type of extraction tasks set encoding; AS said property 
team with tag, marking and record-to-many relationship (i.e., there can be only one record and only one 
marker, multiple records can have the same tag); AFS set of nodes that frequently mark; AC said Agent 
marking conditions, that is, data objects only when the conditions meet the AC set, Agent can be done to 
the data object tag; CS said the command set, set-related Extract command or parameter; Description that 
describes collection, storage, some on a particular task descriptions. 
Definition 2 (Agent Team)   so P = (a1, ..., an) that in the data set D on the n-Agent set, n the values 
of the parameters for a given threshold, depending on the total amount of data and machine performance, 
said P for the Agent Team. 
Definition 3 (Agent Group)   that G = <P1, P2... Pm>, P1, P2... Pm is the m-set, in which Pi is an Agent 
team, and Pi in the individual aij satisfies any Agent aij_support> = min_support, said the group G as the 
Agent, (see Fig. 2), team-group-level diagram for the Agent. 
Fig.2. Agent team-group-level 
Definition 4 (Agent team-group weighted associative graph)   formed by the Agent team-group, the 
team can not be connected, the teams are weighted edge connected, the edge weights of edges at both 
ends of the support simultaneous, that determines the level of confidence associated with, reflects the 
pattern extraction is effective. 
5   Association patterns extraction algorithm based on Agent team-group 
Design of the algorithm are mainly based on Agent characteristics (adaptability, initiative, 
collaboration and mobility) and the Agent team-group structure, create the Agent and the Agent 
team-group under the task, then next to obtain local optimal frequency sets. During this mission, a key 
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point is that under the task conditions to the data object to tag, then create Agent team-group weighted 
associative graph. 
Agent team-group fast algorithm for extracting association rules described as follows:  
   Input: Agent-related parameter imaging database D  
   Output: frequent association set  
    to identify specific tasks, according to the task to determine parameters of Agent team-group;  
for (int i = 1; i <= m; i++ ) {  
  for (int j = 1; j <= ni; j++ )  
 creatAgent (aij);   / / Create the individual agent  
   for (each data  D) 
  markAgentAS (aij.AS ĕ ij' );   
  for (each aij) { 
    if ˄ 4 aij  ı  min_support˅ then  { 
   markAgent AFS (aij.AFS ĕ 4 aij); 
      Si = Si   aij ;}} 
  S = S   Si ;}  
 return S; 
The algorithm can reduce the server load concentrated pressure, to achieve multiple machines to work 
together to improve efficiency. The local optimal solution generated by Agent team, making Agent group, 
only frequent sets. 
6  Conclusions and outlook 
With the Web user groups, the amount of information, the rapid development of Web information 
retrieval system available in the collection, classification, and visualization is still a lack of good 
scalability. How to use natural language processing, data mining and distributed processing techniques to 
improve scalability of Web information retrieval is an important trend. This paper, researching for the 
association rules, presented a novel concept and structure of Agent team-group, proposed a fast 
association rule mining algorithm based on Agent team-group, has better performance and higher 
efficiency in implementation. 
Using the Agent team-group to mining association model is a distributed data processing methods, in 
addition to the application of information retrieval association rules, it also should be based on formal 
methods and mathematics to describe and study their. The next step of work in addition to further 
improve its application in specific areas, from the aspects of their theoretical studies, studies of the 
method Construction of multi-level model, And incremental validity , Concept Retrieval, user interest in 
personalization model mining, etc. 
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